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- **Grammar:** nouns
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- **Oral Vocabulary:** mischief, roared, adventure, mystery, imagination, investigate
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- **Literature:** A House for Hermit Crab • You’re Here for a Reason • Maybe Something Beautiful
- **Oral Vocabulary:** debris, tidy, community, reason, beautiful, mural
- **Grammar:** pronouns
- **Writing Workshop:** first-, second-, and third-person pronouns; invitation; directions
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- **Oral Vocabulary:** exhausted, lazy, feast, problem, harvested, hungry
- **Grammar:** verbs: present, past, future
- **Writing Workshop:** directions, descriptive writing, researching and recording facts
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 Phonics: o /ō/, y /ī/, ay /ā/, igh /ī/, long vowel words, special vowel sounds
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 Oral Vocabulary: cozy, kindness, brainstorm, sketched, grand, plan
 Grammar: adjectives, adverbs
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